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IFRS 8

Financial RePorting Standard 8

shall disdose information to enable users of its financial statements to

tlhe natur€ and financial effects of the business activities ln whidr it
6nd the economic envilonments ln whidt it operates.

shall aPPIY to

the separate or individual financial statements of an entity:

'iit whose debt or equity instruments are traded in a public market
(a domestic or foreign stock exchange or an over-the-counter market,

including local and regional markets), or

that files, or is in the process of filing, its financial statements with a
securities commission or other regulatory organisation for the
purpose of issuing any class of instruments in a public market; and

(ii)

the consolidated financial statements of a group with a Parent:

0 whose debt or equity instruments are traded in a public market
(a domestic or foreign stock exchange or an over-the-counter market,

, including local and regional markets), or

(i0 that files, or is in the process of filing, the consolidated financial
statements with a securities commission or other regulatory
organisation for the purpose ofissuing any class ofinstruments in a
public market.

entily that is not required to apply this IFRS chooses to disclose information
segments that does not comply with this IFRS, it shall not describe the

as segment information.

a financial report contains both the consolidated financial statements of a

that is within the scope of this IFRS as well as the parent's separate
statements, segment information is required only in the consolidated

financial statements.

segments

'(.)

operating segment is a component of an entity:

that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and
incur expenses (including revenues and expenses relating to transactions
with other components of the same entity),
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•haU disclose information to enable users of its financial statements to
An*-11 nature and financial effects of the business activities in which it 
palliate 1 the economic environments in which it operates.

[ apply to:

rate or individual financial statements of an entity:
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:tors and whether :

whose debt or equity instruments are traded in a public market 
(a domestic or foreign stock exchange or an over-the-counter market, 
including local and regional markets), or

pi) that files, or is in the process of filing, its financial statements with a 
securities commission or other regulatory organisation for the 
purpose of issuing any class of instruments in a public market; and

:h each reportable segment the consolidated financial statements of a group with a parent:
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(ii) that files, or is in the process of filing, the consolidated financial 
statements with a securities commission or other regulatory 
organisation for the purpose of issuing any class of instruments in a 
public market.

i] ah entity that is not required to apply this IFRS chooses to disclose information 
aiiput segments that does not comply with this IFRS, it shall not describe the 
information as segment information.

y with a single repor
>le about its products and serwcB,
; requirement applies legaidlesstf” 
n. is not included as pail of A? 
re disclosure of secondaiv segiftoH 
ical segments, to supplement tl#

n a.financial report contains both the consolidated financial statements of a 
i-arent that is within the scope of this IFRS as well as the parent’s separate 
financial statements, segment information is required only in the consolidated 
nn'incial statements.

Operating segments

operating segment is a component of an entity:

that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and 
incur expenses (including revenues and expenses relating to transactions 
with other components of the same entity),
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rFFls 8

(b) whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the
operating decision maker to make decisions about resources
to the segment and assess its performance, ancl

for which discrete financial information is available.
(c)

An operating segment may engage in business activities for which itearn revenues, for example, start_up operations may be operating
before earning revenues.

has

6 Not every part of an entity ls necessari ly oPeratian ng segment or Partoperating segment. For mple, a corpor'ate headquarters or some
departments may not earn revenues or may earn revenues thatinciclental to the activities of the entity and would not be

are

For the PUrposes of this IFRS, an entity'
operating

s post-employment benefit plansoperating segmen ts aIe

7 The term 'chief operating decision maker' identifies function,a not
manager with specific title. That function ls to allocate resources tothe performance of the operatlng of

and
segments an enti ty Often the chief

decision maker of an entity ls its chief executive officer chief
but,

or operating
for example, it n]ay be a group of executive directors others.or

8 For many entities the three characteristics of operating
paragraph 5 clearly identi fy

segments described
its operati ng segmen ts. However an entiryprod uce rePorts n which ts business activi ties are presented ln varietyIf the chief

a
oPerating decision maker uses more than one set ofinformation, other factors may identifu a single set ofcomponents

entity asan s operating segments, including the nature of the business
each component, the existence

activities
of managers responsible for them,ln formation presented to the board of di rectors

9 General ly an operating segment has a segment
accountable

manager who ls
to and maln tains regular contact with the chief operating

maker to discuss operati 11g activities, financial results forecasts,
segmen t. The

or plans for the,
term segment rnanager' iden tifies a function, not necessarilymanager with a specific title The chiefoperating decision maker also be thesegmen manager for some operati

may
ng segments. A single manager may be thesegment manager for more than one operating segment. If the characteristics lnparagraph 5 aPplv to more than one set of components of an organisation butthere ls only one set for which segment managers are held that 0fresponsible, setcomponents constitutes the operati ng segments.

10 The characteristics in paragraph 5 may apply to two or more overlapping sets of
components for which managers are held responsible. That structure i!sometimes referred to as a matrix form of organisation. For example, in soneentities, some managers are responsibre for different product and service lines
worldwide, whereas other managers are responsible ior specific geographicalareas' The chief operating decision maker regularly reviews it 

" 
op.itiig.uruttsof both sets of components, and financiar information is available for both.

In that situation, the entit5r shall determine which set of components constirutesthe operating segments by reference to the core principle.

834 @ IASCF
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(b) whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the eut- 
operating decision maker to make decisions about resources to b( 
to the segment and assess its performance, and

(c) for which discrete financial information is available.

An operating segment may engage in business activities for which it 
earn revenues, for exan 
before earning revenues.
earn revenues, for example, start-up operations may be operating

Not every part of an entity is necessarily an operating segment or 
operating segment. For example, a corporate headquarters or some mlitt ^ 
departments may not earn revenues or may earn revenues that 
incidental to the activities of the entity and would not be operating 
For the purposes of this IFRS, an entity’s post-employment benefit pla 
operating segments.

The term ‘chief operating decision maker’ identifies a function, not ne 
manager with a specific title. That function is to allocate resources to 
the performance of the operating segments of an entity. Often the chiel 
decision maker of an entity is its chief executive officer or chief operat 
but, for example, it may be a group of executive directors or others.

For many entities, the three characteristics of operating segments d< 
paragraph 5 clearly identify its operating segments. However, an < 
produce reports in which its business activities are presented in a vane 
If the chief operating decision maker uses more than one set o 
information, other factors may identify a single set of components as cc 
an entity’s operating segments, including the nature of the business a 
each component, the existence of managers responsible for t 
information presented to the board of directors.

Generally, an operating segment has a segment manager who 
accountable to and maintains regular contact with the chief operating dec 
maker to discuss operating activities, financial results, forecasts, or plans f 
segment. The term ‘segment manager’ identifies a function, not necessj 
manager with a specific title. The chief operating decision maker also may' 
segment manager for some operating segments. A single manager may 1 
segment manager for more than one operating segment. If the diaracterisu> 
paragraph 5 apply to more than one set of components of an organisatioi 
there is only one set for which segment managers' are held responsible, that; 
components constitutes the operating segments.

The characteristics in paragraph 5 may apply to two or more overlapping si 
components for which managers are held responsible. That structu 
sometimes referred to as a matrix form of organisation. For example, in 
entities, some managers are responsible for different product and service 
worldwide, whereas other managers are responsible for specific geograp 
areas. The chief operating decision maker regularly reviews the operating rc 
of both sets of components, and financial information is available for 
In that situation, the entity shall determine which set of components consti 
the operating segments by reference to the core principle.
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14)

',b)
(c)

(d)

IFRS 8

shall report separately information about each operating segment that:

' 
has been identified in accordance with paragraphs 5-10 or results from
'zggreg^ting two- or more of those segments in accordance with

iZl^i^Pn72'and i
exceeds the quantitative thresholds in paragraph 13'

14-19 speci$r other situations in which separate information about

opeftting segment shall be rePorted.

n criteria

segments often exhibit similar long-term financial performance if they

similar economic characteristics. For example, similar long-term average

margins for two operating segments would be expected if their economic
were similar. TWo or more operating segments may be aggregated

a single operating segment if aggregation is consistent with the core

of this IFRS, the segments have similar economic characteristics, and

segments are similar in each of the following respects:

the nature ofthe products and services;

the nature of the production processes;

the type or class of customer for their products and services;

the methods used to distribute their products or provide their services; and

(e) if applicable, the nature of the regulatory environment, for example,

banking, insurance or public utilities.

Quantitative thresholds

An entity shall report separately information about an operating segment that
'meets any of the following quantitative thresholds:

(a) Its reported revenue, including both sales to external customers and
intersegment sales or transfers, is 10 per cent or more of the combined
revenue, internal and external, of all operating segments.

(b) The absolute amount of its reported profit or loss is 10 per cent or more of
the greater, in absolute amount, of (i) the combined reported profit of all
operating segments that did not report a loss and (ii) the combined
reported loss ofall operating segments that reported a loss.

(c) lts assets are 10 per cent or more of the combined assets of all operating
segments.

Operating segments that do not meet any of the quantitative thresholds may be

considered reportable, and separately disclosed, if management believes that
information about the segment would be useful to users of the financial
Statements.
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reviewed by the grgl)le segment?-----------------------------------------------------------
-y sjiall report separately information about each operating segment that:

has been identified in accordance with paragraphs 5-10 or results from 
aggregating two or more of those segments in accordance with 
paragraph 12, and

T exceeds the quantitative thresholds in paragraph 13.

> -agtaphs 14_19 specify other situations in which separate information about 
- operating segment shall be reported.

Aggregation criteria
liberating segments often exhibit similar long-term financial performance if they 
iiave simiiar economic characteristics. For example, similar long-term average 
^ross margins for two operating segments would be expected if their economic 
characteristics were similar. Two or more operating segments may be aggregated 
into a single operating segment if aggregation is consistent with the core 
principle 0f this IFRS, the segments have similar economic characteristics, and 
the segments are similar in each of the following respects:

(a) the nature of the products and services;

([)} the nature of the production processes;

(c) the type or class of customer for their products and services;

(d) the methods used to distribute their products or provide their services; and

(e) if applicable, the nature of the regulatory environment, for example, 
banking, insurance or public utilities.
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Quantitative thresholds
i entity shall report separately information about an operating segment that 
eets any of the following quantitative thresholds;

) Its reported revenue, including both sales to external customers and 
intersegment sales or transfers, is 10 per cent or more of the combined 
revenue, internal and external, of all operating segments.

) The absolute amount of its reported profit or loss is 10 per cent or more of 
the greater, in absolute amount, of (i) the combined reported profit of all 
operating segments that did not report a loss and (ii) the combined 
reported loss of all operating segments that reported a loss.

ic) Its assets are 10 per cent or more of the combined assets of all operating 
segments.

Operating segments that do not meet any of the quantitative thresholds may be 
considered reportable, and separately disclosed, if management believes that 
information about the segment would be useful to users of the financial 
statements.
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74

15

76 Information about other business activities and oPerating segmentsreportable shall be combined and disclosed ln
that

separately fiom an all other segments'other reconciling Items n the reconciliationsparagraph 28 The sources of the revenue includedcategory shall be described.
rn the 'all other

77 If management judges that an operating segment identifiedsegment ln the immediately preceding as a

information about
period IS of continuing

that segment shall continue to becurrent period even t it no longer
reported seParately

paragraph 13.
meets the criteria for

18

79

Disclosure

20 An entity shall disdose information
evaluate

to enable users of its financiafthe natu€ and financial effects of tJte
statements

engages ard tfte economic
business activities rn whidtenvfuonments rn whidr it olrefates.

27 To glve effect to the principle
following

ln paragraph 20, an entiry shall disclosefor each period for which a statementpresented of comprehensive income ts.

(a) general information as described in paragraph 22;
information about reported- segment profit or loss, including specified,revenues and expenser.,i:,:g"g i, ;;;;;; sesment profit or toss,segment assets, segment liab'ities 

"na'tiru i"ris of measurement, asdescribed in paragraphs 23_27; and

(b)

836
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14

15

16

17

18

An entity may combine information about operating segments that i 
the quantitative thresholds with information about other operatin 
that do not meet the quantitative thresholds to produce a reportal 
only if the operating segments have similar economic characteristics 
majority of the aggregation criteria listed in paragraph 12.

If the total external revenue reported by operating segments constitu1 
75 per cent of the entity’s revenue, additional operating segnier 
identified as reportable segments (even if they do not meet the 
paragraph 13) until at least 75 per cent of the entity’s revenue is 
reportable segments.

Information about other business activities and operating segments 
reportable shall be combined and disclosed in an ‘all other segmen 
separately from other reconciling items in the reconciliations i 
paragraph 28. The sources of the revenue included in the ‘all othe 
category shall be described.

If management judges that an operating segment identified as a rep 
segment in the immediately preceding period is of continuing sign! 
information about that segment shall continue to be reported separately m ^ 
current period even if it no longer meets the criteria for reportab 
paragraph 13.

If an operating segment is identified as a reportable segment in the 
period in accordance with the quantitative thresholds, segment data for 
period presented for comparative purposes shall be restated to reflect tlv 
reportable segment as a separate segment, even if that segment did not sat 
criteria for reportability in paragraph 13 in the prior period, unless the nc 
information is not available and the cost to develop it would be excessive

There may be a practical limit to the number of reportable segments 
entity separately discloses beyond which segment information may becc 
detailed. Although no precise limit has been determined, as the nur 
segments that are reportable in accordance with paragraphs 13--18 in 
above ten, the entity should consider whether a practical limit has been r

Disclosure

20 An entity shall disclose information to enable users of its financial statements tt 
evaluate tire nature and financial effects of the business activities in which ii 
engages and the economic environments in which it operates.

21 To give effect to the principle in paragraph 20, an entity shall disci 
following for each period for which a statement of comprehensive inc 
presented:

(a) general information as described in paragraph 22;

(b) information about reported segment profit or loss, including si 
revenues and expenses included in reported segment profit < 
segment assets, segment liabilities and the basis of measurem 
described in paragraphs 23-27; and

19
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IFRS 8

,^^^nciliations of the totals of segment revenues, reported segment profit
t^'-";;_.. 

segment assets, segment liabilities and other material segment

ii;;r" corresponding entity amounts as des*ibed in paragraph 28.

of the amounts in the statement of financial position for

segments to the amounts rn the entity's statement of financial

are required for each date at which a statemen t of financial position

Information for prior periods shall be restated as destribed in

29 an'd30.

t information

entity shall disclose the following general information:

factors used to identiry the entity's reportable segments, including the

, ,basis of organisation (for example, whether management has chosen to

organise the entity around differences in products and services,

selgraphical areas, regulatory environments, or a combination offactors

Ina *tt.tttu. operating segments have been aggregated), and

types of products and services from which each reportable segment derives

its revenues.

about profit or loss, assets and liabilities

entity shall report a measure of profit or loss and total assets for each

segment. An entity shall report a measure of liabilities for each

segment if such an amount is regularly provided to the chief operatingreportable
following about each reportablei,decision maker An entity shall also disclose the

if the specified amounts are included ln the measure of segment profit

or loss reviewed by the chief operating decision maker, or are otherwise regularlY

: provided to the chief operating decision maker, even if not included in that

measure of segment Profit or loss:

(a) revenues from external customers;

revenues from Eansactions with other oPerating segments of the same

entity;

interest revenue;

interest expense;

depreciation and amortisation;

material items of income .and expense disclosed in accordance with
paragraph gT of LAS T Presentation oJ Finanaal statements (as revised in 2007);

the entity,s interest in the profit or loss of associates and joint ventures

accounted for by the equity method;

income tax expense or income; and

material non-cash items other than depreciation and amortisation.

(b)

L

(c)

(at

(e)

'(0

,(s)

(h)

(i)
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nciliations of tlie totals of segment revenues, reported segment profit 
(c) fe.CjoSSi segment assets, segment liabilities and other material segment 

•teins to corresponding entity amounts as described in paragraph 28.

filiations 0f tjie amounts in the statement of financial position for 
ReCOntaye segments to the amounts in the entity's statement of financial 

are required for each date at which a statement of financial position 
!$sl ented. information for prior periods shall be restated as described in 
paragraPks 29 and 30.

general information
entity shall disclose the following general information;

, factors used to identify the entity’s reportable segments, including the 
basis of organisation {for example, whether management has chosen to 
organise the entity around differences in products and services, 
geographical areas, regulatory environments, or a combination of factors 
and whether operating segments have been aggregated), and

types of products and services from which each reportable segment derives 
its revenues.

Information about profit or loss, assets and liabilities

■to entity shall report a measure of profit or loss and total assets for each 
•eportable segment. An entity shall report a measure of liabilities for each 
reportable segment if such an amount is regularly provided to the chief operating 
decision maker. An entity shall also disclose the following about each reportable 

gment if the specified amounts are included in the measure of segment profit 
■ loss reviewed by the chief operating decision maker, or are otherwise regularly 
■ovided to the chief operating decision maker, even if not included in that 

measure of segment profit or loss:

l revenues from external customers;

) revenues from transactions with other operating segments of the same 
entity;

interest revenue;

I interest expense;

depreciation and amortisation;

material items of income and expense disclosed in accordance with 
paragraph 97 of IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements (as revised in 2007);

the entity’s interest in the profit or loss of associates and joint ventures 
accounted for by the equity method;

1 income tax expense or income; and

material non-cash items other than depreciation and amortisation.
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An entity shall report interest revenue separately ft'om interest expense
reportable segment unless a majority of the segment's revenues

for
are fron

and the chiefoperating decision maker relies primarily on net interest
assess the performance of the segment and make decisions about
allocated to the segment In that situation, an entity may report
interest revenue net of its interest expense and disclose that it has done s0,

24 An entlry shall disclose the following about each reporta ble segment
specified amounts are included ln the neasure ofsegment assets

if
chief operating decision maker

reviewed
or are otherwise regu larly provi ded to the

opelating decision maker even if not included ln the measure of segment

(a)

(b)

the amount of investment in associates and joint ventures accounted
the equity method, and

the amounts of additions to non-current assets other than
instruments, deferred tax assets, post-employment benefit assets
Enryloyee Benefits paragraphs 54-58) and rights arising under
contracts.

(see IAS

Measurement

25 The amount of each segment item repolted shall be the measure reported
chief opelating decision maker for the pulposes of making decisions

to

allocating I'esources to the segment and assessing its performance.
and eliminations made ln prepaling an entity's financial statements and
allocations of revenues, exPenses, and gains or losses shall be included
determining reported segment
measure of the segment's profit
maker. Similarly, only those

profit or loss only if they are included in thi
or loss that is used by the chiefoperating decision
assets and liabilities that are included in the

26

measures of the segment's assets and segment's liabilities that are used by thq
chief operating decision maker shall be reported for that segment. If amounts art
allocated to reported segment profit or loss, assets or liabilities, those amounts
shall be allocated on a reasonable basis.

If the chief operating decision maker uses only one measure of an operating
segment's profit or loss, the segment's assets or the segment's liabilities in
assessing segment performance and deciding how to allocate resources, segment
profit or loss, assets and liabilities shall be reported at those measures. Ifthe chief
operating decision maker uses more than one measure of an operating segment's
profit or loss, the segment's assets or the segment:s liabilities, the reported
measures shall be those that management believes are determined in accordance
with the measurement principles most consistent with those used in measuring
the corresponding amounts in the entity's financial statements.

An enilry shall provide an explanation of the measurements of segment profit or

loss, segment assets and segment liabilities for each reportable segment. At a

minimum, an entity shall disclose the following:

27

For assets classified according to a liquidity presentation, non-current assets are assets that
include amounts expected to be recovered more than twelve months after the reporting period.

838 O IASCF
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24

entity shall report interest revenue separately from interest expen 
>ortable segment unless a majority of the segment’s revenues are fir

An
reportable segment unless a majority of the segment's revenues are frc 
and the chief operating decision maker relies primarily on net interest 
assess the performance of the segment and make decisions about reso 
allocated to the segment. In that situation, an entity may report that 
interest revenue net of its interest expense and disclose that it has dot

An entity shall disclose the following about each reportable segir 
specified amounts are included in the measure of segment assets revie 
chief operating decision maker or are otherwise regularly provided t 
operating decision maker, even if not included in the measure of segn-

(a) the amount of investment in associates and joint ventures accou 
the equity method, and

(b) the amounts of additions to non-current assets’ other that: 
instruments, deferred tax assets, post-employment benefit assets 
Employee Benefits paragraphs 54-58) and rights arising under 
contracts.

Measurement

25 Tire amount of each segment item reported shall be the measure repo 
chief operating decision maker for the purposes of making decis: 
allocating resources to the segment and assessing its performance. A( 
and eliminations made in preparing an entity’s financial statei 
allocations of revenues, expenses, and gains or losses shall be ii 
determining reported segment profit or loss only if they are inclu 
measure of the segment’s profit or loss that is used by the chief operating deci 
maker. Similarly, only those assets and liabilities that are included i 
measures of the segment’s assets and segment’s liabilities that are used 
chief operating decision maker shall be reported for that segment. If amoui 
allocated to reported segment profit or loss, assets or liabilities, those air 
shall be allocated on a reasonable basis.

26 If the chief operating decision maker uses only one measure of an ope 
segment's profit or loss, the segment’s assets or the segment’s liabilil 
assessing segment performance and deciding how to allocate resources, se; 
profit or loss, assets and liabilities shall be reported at those measures. If tin 
operating decision maker uses more than one measure of an operating segi 
profit or loss, the segment’s assets or the segment’s liabilities, the repo 
measures shall be those that management believes are determined in accord 
with the measurement principles most consistent with those used in meast 
the corresponding amounts in the entity’s financial statements.

27 An entity shall provide an explanation of the measurements of segment pro 
loss, segment assets and segment liabilities for each reportable segment, 
minimum, an entity shall disclose the following:

For assets classified according to a liquidity presentation, non-current assets arc asset; 
include amounts expected to be recovered more than twelve months after the reporting per
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the basis of accounting for any transactions berween reportable segments.

the nature of any differences between the measurements of the reportable

segments' Profits or losses and the entity's profit or loss before income tax

expense or income and discontinued operations (ifnot aPparent from the

reconciliations described in paragraph 28). Those differences could include

accounting policies and policies for allocation of centrally incurred costs

that are necessary for an understanding of the rePorted segment

information'

the nature of any differences b€tween the measurements of the reportable

segments' assets and the entity's assets (if not apParent from the

reconciliations described in paragraph 28). Those differences could include

accounting policies and policies for allocation ofjointly used assets that are

necessary for an understanding of the reported segment information.

the nature of any differences betvveen the measurements of the reportable

segments' liabilities and the entity's liabilities (if not apparent from the

reconciliations described in paragraph 28). Those differences could include
accounting policies and policies for allocation ofjointly utilised liabilities
that are necessary for an understanding of the rePorted segment

information.

the nature of any changes from prior periods in the measurement methods
used to determine reported segment profit or loss and the effect, if any, of
those changes on the measure of segment profit or loss.

the nature and effect of any asymmetrical allocations to reportable
segments. For example, an entity might allocate depreciation expense to a
segment without allocating the related depreciable assets to that segment.

(c)

ltlt
{,:

(d)

(e)

0

Reconciliations

An entity shall provide reconciliations of all of the following:

(a) the total of the reportable segments'revenues to the entity's revenue.

(b) the total of the reportable segments' measures of profit or loss to the
entity's profit or loss before tax expense (tax income) and discontinued
operations. However, if an entity allocates to reportable segments items
such as tax expense (tax income), the entiry may reconcile the total of the
segments' measures of profit or loss to the entity's profit or loss after those
items.

(c) the total ofthe reportable segments'assets to the entity's assets.

(d) the total of the reportable segments' liabilities to the entity's liabilities if
segment liabilities are reported in accordance with paragraph 23.

(e) the total of the reportable segments'amounts for every other.material item
of information disclosed to the iorresponding amount for the entity.

O IASCF 839
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the basis of accounting for any transactions between reportable segments.

the nature of any differences between the measurements of the reportable 
segments’ profits or losses and the entity’s profit or loss before income tax 
expense or income and discontinued operations {if not apparent from the 
reconciliations described in paragraph 28). Those differences could include 
accounting policies and policies for allocation of centrally incurred costs 
that are necessary for an understanding of the reported segment 
information.

the nature of any differences between the measurements of the reportable 
segments’ assets and the entity’s assets (if not apparent from the 
reconciliations described in paragraph 28). Those differences could include 
accounting policies and policies for allocation of jointly used assets that are 
necessary for an understanding of the reported segment information.

the nature of any differences between the measurements of the reportable 
segments’ liabilities and the entity’s liabilities (if not apparent from the 
reconciliations described in paragraph 28). Those differences could include 
accounting policies and policies for allocation of jointly utilised liabilities 
that are necessary for an understanding of the reported segment 
information.

the nature of any changes from prior periods in the measurement methods 
used to determine reported segment profit or loss and the effect, if any, of 
those changes on the measure of segment profit or loss.

the nature and effect of any asymmetrical allocations to reportable 
segments. For example, an entity might allocate depreciation expense to a 
segment without allocating the related depreciable assets to that segment.

Reconciliations

n entity shall provide reconciliations of all of the following:

j the total of the reportable segments’ revenues to the entity’s revenue.

>) the total of the reportable segments’ measures of profit or loss to the 
entity’s profit or loss before tax expense (tax income) and discontinued 
operations. However, if an entity allocates to reportable segments items 
such as tax expense (tax income), the entity may reconcile the total of the 
segments’ measures of profit or loss to the entity’s profit or loss after those 
items.

) the total of the reportable segments’ assets to the entity’s assets.

I) the total of the reportable segments’ liabilities to the entity’s liabilities if 
segment liabilities are reported in accordance with paragraph 23.

) the total of the reportable segments’ amounts for every other material item 
of information disclosed to the corresponding amount for the entity.
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All material reconciling items shall be separately identified and
For example, the amount of each material adjustment needed to
reportable segment profit or loss to the entity's profit or loss arisino
different accounting policies shall be separately identihed and described.'

Restatement of previously reported information 
'

29 If an entity changes the structure of its internal organisation in
causes the composition of its reportable segments to change, the

a manner

information for earlier periods, including interim periods, shall be
unless the information is not available and the cost to develop it
excessive. The determination ofwhether the information:is not available
cost to develop it would be excessive shall be made for each indMdual
disclosure. Following a change in the composition of its reportable

30

entity shall disclose whether it has restated the corresponding items of
information for earlier periods.

Ifan entity has changed the structure ofits internal organisation in a
that causes the composition of its reportable segments to change and if
information for earlier periods including interim periods, ls not restated
reflect the change, the entity shall disclose tn the year ln which the change
segment information for the current period on both the old basis and the
basis of segmentation, unless the necessary information is not available and
cost to develop it would be excessive.

Entity-wide disclosures

31 Paragraphs 32-34 apply to all entities subject to this IFRS including those
that have a single reportable segment. some entities'business activities are
organised on the basis of differences in related products and services
differences in geographical areas of operations. Such an entity,s
segments may report revenues from a broad range of essentially
products and services, or more than one of its reportable segments may
essentially the same products and seryices. Similarly, an entity's
segments may hold assets in different geographical areas and report
from customers in difflerent geographical areas, or more than one of its
segments may operate in the same geographical area. Information
by paragraphs 32-34 shall be provided only if it is not provided as part of
reportable segment information required by this IFRS.

lnformation about products and services

32 An entity shall report the revenues from external customers for each product
service, or each group of similar pfoducts and services, unless the
information is not available and the cost to develop it would be excessive,
which case that fact shall be disclosed. The amounts ofrevenues reported
be based on the financial information used to produce the entity's
statements.

840 o lAscF
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All material reconciling items shall be separately identified and dosci-i 
For example, the amount of each material adjustment needed to 
reportable segment profit or loss to the entity’s profit or loss aris 
different accounting policies shall be separately identified and describe

Restatement of previously reported information

29 If an entity changes the structure of its internal organisation in a ma: 
causes the composition of its reportable segments to change, the corre 
information for earlier periods, including interim periods, shall be reshl^ 
unless the information is not available and the cost to develop it ' 
excessive. The determination of whether the information is not available aiul 
cost to develop it would be excessive shall be made for each individu; 
disclosure. Following a change in the composition of its reportable segi 
entity shall disclose whether it has restated the corresponding items oi segn^ 
information for earlier periods.

30 If an entity has changed the structure of its internal organisation in ; 
that causes the composition of its reportable segments to change and if sognK^ 
information for earlier periods, including interim periods, is not re 
reflect the change, the entity shall disclose in the year in which the change occurs 
segment information for the current period on both the old basis and 
basis of segmentation, unless the necessary information is not availabl 
cost to develop it would be excessive.

Entity-wide disclosures

31

32

Paragraphs 32-34 apply to all entities subject to this IFRS including thos 
that have a single reportable segment. Some entities’ business activitu 
organised on the basis of differences in related products and se 
differences in geographical areas of operations. Such an entity’s r 
segments may report revenues from a broad range of essentially chlfeient 
products and services, or more than one of its reportable segments ma 
essentially the same products and services. Similarly, an entity’s r 
segments may hold assets in different geographical areas and report 
from customers in different geographical areas, or more than one of its r> 
segments may operate in the same geographical area. Information 
by paragraphs 32-34 shall be provided only if it is not provided as p; 
reportable segment information required by this IFRS.

information about products and services

An entity shall report the revenues from external customers for each prc 
service, or each group of similar products and services, unless the ; 
information is not available and the cost to develop it would be exc 
which case that fact shall be disclosed. The amounts of revenues repoi 
be based on the financial information used to produce the entity’s 
statements.
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about geographical areas

entiU shall report the following geographical information, unless the

information is not available and the cost to develoP it would be

revenues from external customers (i) attributed to the entity's country of

iomicite and (ii) attributed to all foreign countries in total from ijvhich the

entity derives revenues. Ifrevenues from external customers attributed to

an individual foreign country are material, those revenues shall be

disclosed separately. An entity shall disclose the basis for attributing

revenues from external customers to individual countries.

noNurrent assets' other than financial instruments, deferred tax assets'

post-employment benefit assets, and rights arising under insurance

iontracts (i) located in the entity's country of domicile and (ii) located in all

foreign countries in total in which the entity holds assets. If assets in an

individual foreign country are material, those assets shall be disclosed

seParatelY.

Jhe amounts reported shall be based on the financial information that is used to

oroduce the entity's financial statements. If the necessary information is not

available and the cost to develop it would be excessive, that fact shall be disclosed.

An entig may provide, in addition to the information required by this paragraph'

subtotals of geographical information about groups of countries.

lnformation about maior customers

An entity shall provide information about the extent of its reliance on its major

customers. If revenues from transactions with a single external customer amount

to 10 per cent or more of an entity's revenues, the entity shall disclose that fact,

the total amount of revenues from each such customer, and the identity of the

segment or segments reporting the revenues. The entity need not disclose the

identity of a major customer or the amount of revenues that each segment

ieports from that customer. For the purPoses of this IFRS, a grouP of entities
known to a reporting entity to be under common control shall be considered a

single customer, and a government (national, state, provincial, territorial, local or
foreign) and entities known to the reporting entity to be under the control ofthat
government shall be considered a single customer.

and effective date

An entity shall apply this IFRS in its annual financial statements for periods
beginning on or after l January 2009. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity
applies this IFRS in its financial statements for a period before 1 January 2009, it
shall disclose that fact.

assets classified according to a liquidity presentation, non{urrent assets are assets that
amounts expected to be recovered more than twelve months after the reporting period.
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information about geographical areas

a entity shall report the following geographical information, unless the 
pessary information is not available and the cost to develop it would be 

Ijcessive:
revenues from external customers (i) attributed to the entity’s country of 
domicile and (ii) attributed to all foreign countries in total from which the 
entity derives revenues. If revenues from external customers attributed to 
an individual foreign country are material, those revenues shall be 
disclosed separately. An entity shall disclose the basis for attributing 
revenues from external customers to individual countries.

:*)

(W non-current assets* other than financial instruments, deferred tax assets, 
post-employment benefit assets, and rights arising under insurance 
contracts (i) located in the entity’s country of domicile and (ii) located in all 
foreign countries in total in which the entity holds assets. If assets in an 
individual foreign country are material, those assets shall be disclosed 
separately.

The amounts reported shall be based on the financial information that is used to 
reduce the entity’s financial statements. If the necessary information is not 
/ailable and the cost to develop it would be excessive, that fact shall be disclosed, 
n entity may provide, in addition to the information required by this paragraph, 
jbtotals of geographical information about groups of countries.

Information about major customers

n entity shall provide information about the extent of its reliance on its major 
jstomers. If revenues from transactions with a single external customer amount 
> 10 per cent or more of an entity’s revenues, the entity shall disclose that fact, 
le total amount of revenues from each such customer, and the identity of the 
:gment or segments reporting the revenues. The entity need not disclose the 
ientity of a major customer or the amount of revenues that each segment 
ports from that customer. For the purposes of this IFRS, a group of entities 
town to a reporting entity to be under common control shall be considered a 
ngie customer, and a government (national, state, provincial, territorial, local or 
reign) and entities known to the reporting entity to be under the control of that 
wernment shall be considered a single customer.

Transition and effective date

^n entity shall apply this IFRS in its annual financial statements for periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2009. Earlier application is permitted. If an entity 
applies this IFRS in its financial statements for a period before 1 January 2009, it 
shall disclose that fact.

■ts classified according to a liquidity presentation, non-current assets are assets that 
amounts expected to be recovered more than twelve months after the reporting period.
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36 Segment information for prror years that ls reported as comparative
for the initial year ofapplication shall be restated to conform to the
of this IFRS, unless the necessary information is
develop it would be excessive.

not available and the

354 IAS -I (as revised ln 2007) amended the terminology used throughout
In addition it amended paragraph 23(0. An entity shall apply.those
for annual periods beginning on or afler 7 January 2009. Ifan entity
(revised 2007l' for an earlier period, the amendments

aPplies
shall be applied forearlier period.

Withdrawal of IAS 14

37 This IFRS supersedes IAS 74 SegmentReporting

842 O IASCF
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36 Segment information for prior years that is reported as comparative infor 
for the initial year of application shall be restated to conform to the requir 
of this IFRS, unless the necessary information is not available and the 
develop it would be excessive.

36A IAS 1 (as revised in 2007) amended the terminology used throughoui 
In addition it amended paragraph 23(f). An entity shall apply those ameni 
for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2009. If an entity applj, 
(revised 2007) for an earlier period, the amendments shall be applied i 
earlier period.

Withdrawal of IAS 14

37 This IFRS supersedes IAS 14 Segment Reporting.
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